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Harness the profits that huge volumes of free traffic can bring you. turn your existing website into a

wordpress blog and watch the search engines come running. turning an existing website into a wordpress

blog has many benefits and is a lot easier than you might think. My videos show you how. You probably

have heard all the positive buzz out there that Wordpress is generating. After all, it is a very powerful

script that can do a lot for you right out of the box. Add to that the power of thousands of free plugins and

themes and you have one of the most powerful yet simple platforms on the internet. Many people have

started using Wordpress to create all their websites, whether theyre blogs, content sites, sales pages,

squeeze pages, portals or membership sites. It is really that powerful! This is why you should consider

changing your website from static mode to a Wordpress site. You can make it look almost exactly the

same, and you can create it in blog style or website style or a combination of the two. And just because

you have custom graphics, headers and backgrounds doesnt mean you cant convert your site. You can

still easily convert your static site in just a few easy steps. Here are just a few reasons that you should

convert your static website into a Wordpress blog: * Easy search engine optimization * Lots off free

themes and plugins * Easy to customize * Easily add more content * Database driven so its easy to

change content * Secure And lots more. I could fill a whole page........ I will show you exactly how to turn

your static website into a far superior site powered by Wordpress so you can reap the rewards! All you

have to do is follow the simple instructions in my video series. Here is just some of what you will learn: *

How to install wordpress * How to work on your site so your visitors cant tell * How to use your existing

graphics * How to add in your content and much more..... Get started today!
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